Vinyl Sign Cutting Services

Instructions for Attaching the Vinyl Letters

① Things to Prepare:

Detergent
(dilute to 1:200 detergent:water)

Masking tape

Dust Cloth

Ruler
Squeegee
Utility Knife

② There are 2 methods for attaching:

●Air Adhesion (Dry Method): for use with lengths less than 12inch.
●Water Adhesion (Wet Method): for use with larger sizes.

■Air Adhesion (Dry Method): When affixing sheets less than 12inch
○Things to Prepare : Squeegee, Cutter, Ruler, Masking Tape, Dust Cloth
○Method :

① Clean the surface thoroughly with the dust cloth.

④ Align the sheet to the markings. Peel back
the mounting sheet and affix onto surface
with the squeegee.

⑦ Peel away the tack sheet.

② Fold back the mounting sheet by approximately
1/2 inch, then cut and remove the folded part.

⑤ Continue peeling back the mounting sheet while
using the squeegee to firmly affix the adhesive to
the surface.

⑧ You're done!

③ Use the ruler and masking tape to mark out the
area where the vinyl letters are going to be placed.

⑥ Make sure to rub firmly to remove air bubbles.

■Water Adhesion (Wet Method): When affixing large sheets
○Things to Prepare : Squeegee, Detergent & Spray bottle, Dust Cloth
○Method:

① Clean the surface thoroughly with the dust cloth.

② Spray the surface liberally with the
diluted detergent.

③ Peel off the mounting sheet and use the spray
bottle to wet the adhesive side.

④ Adjust the sheet to the desired position.

⑤ Start from the middle and work towards the
edges, applying pressure with the squeegee
to remove the water.

⑥ Rub the surface with the squeegee until all
the water is completely removed from under
the vinyl letters.

⑦ Peel off the tack sheet.

⑧ Use the dust cloth to gently wipe the surface
clean of dried detergent.

